MASK COLLECTION
When your eyes are masked your other
self reveals itself. The greatest double
agents in history have inspired these masks
by Bijoux Indiscrets. Six different designs,
six different personalities.
Mystery and seduction are your allies.
Perfect for a formal party, they do not
need to be tied so they will not mess up
your hair and, as an accessory with which
you can surprise your partner, they let
you have total freedom of movement.
Role-playing games! Who do you want to
be tonight? Choose between the six
different characters that make up the mask
collection by Bijoux Indiscrets and enjoy a
night of seduction in the shadows.
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Who will you be tonight?

The mask collection by Bijoux Indiscrets is made up by six
different designs inspired by the greatest double agents. Every
single model has a different personality. You choose who you
want to be!

Unique design

Exclusive design by Bijoux Indiscrets.

No ties

apply them directly to your face, without messing up your hair.

Reusable

The magic of these masks does not end on the first day. Their
stickers are reusable, plus they have some extra ones, so you can
continue to have fun.

Skin Friendly!

The adhesive of the stickers is 100% compatible with your skin.

Customizable

The masks by Bijoux Indiscrets are made of very thin PVC. Their
material even lets you cut the mask to your liking to achieve the
perfect finish for your look.

They adjusts to all types of faces

The stickers for the masks are adaptable. You can alter their
position, if necessary; the flexibility of their material will make
them adjust to your face to perfection.

Up or down?

Both ways. You decide on the position of the mask! These masks
are designed so that you can wear them in whatever position you
choose.

They do not obscure your vision

Every face is different, so they allow you to choose the position
that suits yours best. Their design lets you adjust them to your
taste, without blocking your vision.
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8 hours of mystery and
seduction

Enjoy 8 hours of seduction in the shadows! We recommend using
them for up to 8 hours a day; remember that they are attached to
your face with an adhesive.

100% flexible and durable

Although they look delicate and fragile, the material they are
made of is flexible and durable.

Freedom of Movement

Dance all you want with your mask, its comfortable position
allows you total freedom of movement.

Elegant accessory

Dance all you want with your mask, its comfortable position
allows you total freedom of movement.

Recommendations for use

Put your mask on in front of a mirror, on skin that is clean and
free of cosmetics.

TECHNICAL DATA
LANGUAGES ON PACKAGING:
EN, SP, DE, NL, IT, FR, PT, RU, GR, AR

EAN CODE:
SYBILLE: 84 3700800377 1
ERIKA: 84 3700800378 8
LOIUSE: 84 3700800379 5
KRISTINE: 84 3700800380 1
ANNA: 84 3700800381 8
DALILA: 84 3700800382 5

MATERIALS: vinyl masks.

AVAILABLE PHOTOS

HS CODE: 9505 90 00
MEASURES WITH PACK:
23,4x15,7x0,3cm / 9.21x6.18x0.11 in
WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING:
0.03kg / 1.06 oz

AVAILABLE DISPLAYS

